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EEE-Z-Kleen is an advanced
technology that provides simple
maintenance and time savings
along with improved glass clarity,
visibility and strength. EEE-ZKleen enhances the appearance
and prolongs the life of the
insulated glass in your new Vista
windows.

An innovative and protective glass treatment
that is factory-applied to all the
glass surfaces to help repel dust and water
making your windows easier to clean.
Maintenance

Protection has never been so clear.
Easier to Clean
Optically Clearer
More Impact Resistant
Lifetime Glass
Breakage Warranty

Brought
to you by

EEE-Z-Kleen’s specialized coating process transforms
the glass at the molecular level creating a highly
hydrophobic surface. Glass becomes very smooth
and impervious to moisture, thereby blocking
corrosion and preventing permanent spots.

Visibility

The EEE-Z-Kleen process makes the glass optically
clearer and brighter by perfecting the glass surfaces
in your windows.

Strength

The chemical transformation that takes place after
EEE-Z-Kleen is applied to the glass surfaces of
your windows, reduces the friction on the surface
of the glass so dramatically that they are actually
considerably less likely to break. An object that hits
the glass surface on an angle will be more likely to
glance off and not break the glass after application of
EEE-Z-Kleen.
hy•dro•pho•bic (hˉi 'drә-fˉo'b ĭk), adjective
1. tending to repel or fail to mix with water.

A Closer Look

LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY

Glass Breakage Warranty

Untreated glass, like the kind you get in regular
windows, is very rough and porous. Contaminates
such as oil, hard water deposits, finger prints and even
dust will cling to the surface.Water spotting can occur
and end up becoming a permanent part of the glass.

The exclusive EEE-Z-Kleen protective glass treatment
that has been applied to all of the glass surfaces of your
Vista windows is guaranteed to provide “hydrophobic”
dust and water repellant qualities for as long as you own
and live in the home in which the windows were installed.
Vista Window Company is so confident in the EEE-Z-Kleen
enhancement process, we are willing to stand behind glass
breakage for the same period of time.

Washing your windows using standard household
cleaners that are commonly ammonia-based can
actually accelerate this condition. EEE-Z-Kleen glass
virtually eliminates all of these problems.
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Untreated surface of glass as seen under a microscope.

Made of a seven-part polymer, the EEE-Z-Kleen
coating fills in the microscopic peaks and valleys of
the glass surface. This chemical bond makes our glass
more brilliant, more impact-resistant and much easier
to clean.
Our unique process reduces the probability that dirt
and other deposits can stick to your glass. The result
is a glass surface guaranteed to stay more hydrophobic
for ten years.

EEE-Z-Kleen treated glass as seen under a microscope.

Cleaning Tips:
Do you still need to clean your glass? Absolutely.
Below are some tips to make the most
of your EEE-Z-Kleen glass.
For crystal clear results, we recommend using
micro-fiber cloths. These can be purchased at any
home center.
Use a mixture of 1 part rubbing alcohol to 4 parts
water. Wipe down the window using the mixture
and a micro-fiber cloth, then buff with a dry
micro-fiber cloth.
NEVER use ammonia or acid-based cleaners
or abrasive materials like cleanser on your
windows. They will shorten the life of the
“hydrophobic” qualities of your window as
well as void your warranty.

This warranty is only valid after the completion of the
installation of the windows into your home. Installation must
be totally finished by your Vista Dealer in accordance with
Vista Window Company’s installation specifications.
In the unlikely event glass breakage does occur, Vista will
provide the replacement glass unit free of charge to the
original installing dealer.
This warranty does not cover acts of God, hurricane,
earthquakes, tornadoes or any other major accident, crime
or vandalism which would destroy numerous portions of
the home or the entire home. In these or any instances that
you would file a claim against your homeowners insurance
policy you would be covered up to the full deductible of your
insurance policy, with a maximum of $500.00. In any event
of this type of damage whether filed with your insurance
company or not the maximum liability to Vista Window
Company will be $500.00.
Any windows that exceed published size limitations are
excluded. Any window which is removed from the home
is excluded. Beveled and grooved glass is excluded, and
garden windows are excluded from coverage. This warranty
is only valid for single family dwellings, in which the home
owner resides. Rental property and commercial property is
excluded.
Using AMMONIA- or ACID-based cleaners or abrasive
materials like cleanser on your windows will shorten the life
of the “HYDROPHOBIC” qualities and void your warranty.
This is similar to using sandpaper on a Teflon coating; it is
certainly not recommended. Using these types of cleaners
will create a film on the glass surface.
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